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CIPHR announces series of expert talks at CIPD HR and Recruitment Software Show 2018



13 companies will take to CIPHR’s stage to showcase how technology is solving HR’s most pressing

problems



More than a dozen experts will share their expertise with delegates at the CIPD HR and Recruitment

Software Show 2018 in a series of free talks hosted by leading HR and recruitment software provider

CIPHR. 



Held across the show’s two days, 13-14 June, the 30-minute presentations will showcase how innovative

technologies are seeking to solve some of HR’s most pressing problems. They’ll be hosted by a range

of experts from CIPHR’s partner companies, including Abintegro, Benefex, RSM, Totem, Digits and

Webexpenses. 



Visitors to the free show in London’s Olympia can either turn up for the presentations on the day at

stand F10 or reserve one of a limited number of places online at www.ciphr.com/hrss-speaker-schedule. 



“Our fantastic line-up of talks gives visitors to the CIPD HR and Recruitment Software Show 2018 an

extra opportunity to brush up their knowledge of the latest HR trends and technological developments,”

says David Richter, head of marketing at CIPHR. “It’s a genuine opportunity to learn about some of

the key factors shaping the profession today without having to endure endless sales pitches.” 



Richter added: “Those not able to make it on the day won’t miss out – video recordings of the

presentations will be available shortly afterwards on our website, www.ciphr.com.” 



One-to-one demonstrations of CIPHR’s HR and recruitment solutions at the show are also available to

book now by calling 01628 814 242 or visiting www.ciphr.com/hrss-demo/. 



CIPHR’s series of expert talks at the CIPD HR and Recruitment Software Show 2018 

-	All talks are hosted on stand F10

-	Full details are online at www.ciphr.com/hrss-speaker-schedule



Wednesday 13 June



10.00 – 10.30	Right to work compliance: how to save money

with Gavin Burton, TrustID



11.00 – 11.30 	The analytics to answer crucial talent management questions 

with Ian Lee-Emery, Head Light



12.00 – 12.30	How technology is driving the employee experience
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with Kathryn Kendall and Gethin Nadin, Benefex



13.00 – 13.30	You career coach your leaders, but what about your staff?

with Alex Innes, Abintegro



14.00 – 14.30	Revolutionising the way people are paid

with James Herbert, Hastee Pay



15.00 – 15.30	Why HR and training departments fail internal audits and how to prevent it

with Julian Roberts, EssentialSkillz



15.45 – 16.15	Connecting the dots – the benefits of integrating HR and payroll data

with Steve Sweetlove, RSM



Thursday 14 June



10.00 – 10.30	Using gamification to drive engagement and behavioural change

with Marcus Thornley, Totem



11.00 – 11.30	Driving learning with gamification and learning journeys

with Toby Gilchrist, Digits



12.00 – 12.30	From annual snapshots to always-on employee engagement

with David Godden, Thymometrics



13.00 – 13.30	Why are companies failing to challenge suspicious expenses?

with Joe Gill, Webexpenses



14.00 – 14.30	Using time and attendance for more than just payroll

with Tallulah Day, FTS



15.00 – 15.30 – HR and finance, bridging the gap

with Ian Hogg, Shopworks



ENDS



About CIPHR



CIPHR is a leading UK-based provider of HR and recruitment software. Its cloud-based solutions help busy

HR teams to streamline their processes and spend more time working strategically. More than 300

organisations, and over one million workers, use CIPHR globally. CIPHR’s clients include public,

private and third-sector organisations of various sizes, including the Natural History Museum, ZPG, the

Lawn Tennis Association, PureGym and Greggs. To find out more about CIPHR and its products, visit

www.ciphr.com. 
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